Driving to CUHK

To Tao Po

Enter CUHK campus via the Main Entrance

Tai Po Road – Ma Liu Shui Section
To the University Guest House
Driving directions to guests parking slots

University Library (H3)

Lady Shaw Building (H24)

to parking slots

William M W Mong Engineering Building (H32)

Ho Sin-Hang Engineering Building (H25)

Footbridge between H25 and H32

shuttle bus stop (up-hill)

shuttle bus stop (down-hill)

Sir Run Run Shaw Hall (H9)

KCRC University Station

Directions to LEL
CENTRAL CAMPUS

CHUNG CHI COLLEGE

C1 利黃偉樓
C1a 利黃偉音樂廳
C2 崇基學院行政樓
C3 李嘉殤樓

ESTHER LEE BUILDING
LEE HYSAN CONCERT HALL
CHUNG CHI COLLEGE
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
LI WAI CHUN BUILDING
We are here

Language Engineering Lab: 2\textsuperscript{nd} floor of Ho Sin-Hang Eng. Build.